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Density of l/(1 + x)-Polynomials in C[v, CO] 
CHARLES B. DUNHAM 
Let y 0, let C[y, a] be the space of continuous functions on [y, co], and 
let C(x) = I/( I A- x). Then a $-polynomial on [y, co] is an expression of the 
form 
Sets of $-polynomials are among the best known curves of functions 
[4, p. 911. Best Chebyshev approximation by $-polynomials on [y, a] is 
considered in [3]. Density results for $-polynomials (on a finite range) 
follow from the theory of [2]. 
DEFINITION. A sequence of functions is Jimdamental in a subset G of 
C[I, p] if the set of (finite) linear combinations of the functions is dense in 
G (with respect to the Chebyshev norm on [A!, /3]). 
LEMI\IA. Let y ‘Y- 0. Let {p6.j bc u positire seyucncc~ lrith limit .x~o and 
J,(.Y) I/( 1 r- l/s) - s/( I -I- x) := I I /(I - x). The SP~ULWW of,func.fions 
i 1, II,( gJ@~X),...) is fundamental in C[O, l/y]. The sequmcr qf,ftrnctions 
i #@,.Y). Il,cp2x> ,...I is fundamental in the continuous jknctions on [0, I/y] 
IL,hich r~rmish at 0. 
Proojl 4 has a Taylor series about zero with all but the zeroth coefficient 
nonzero. Apply the theory of [2]. 
THFOREM. Let y .-’ 0. Let {a,] be a sequrncr with limit cc. Tlw srt {I, 
$(+Y,. +(%2x,....: is fundamental in C[y, KI]. 
Proof. Let f~ C[y, co] and E \n 0 be given. Let J(X) -= I/s and define 
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g(.p) j(x) --.f(l/j,) for 0 ‘c~‘ < I/r. g is in C[O, I,y]. Let /3; l,‘r,. By 
the above lemma, we have for some II, rr, . . . . . N,, . 
Since I /(p,, J,) 7 Y,,s, we have 
/ n-v, u, ,g u,;!(l \h.Y)i c ;’ .\- cI_. 
1 
proving the theorem. 
By similar arguments we have 
THEOREM. Let y -,, 0. Let (a,,.; be u seyuencr cvith limit z. The .sef [4(1,x), 
c#J(cQx),...) ‘. J’ d IS UM amental in the cordnuous ,func~ions OM [y, w] canishing 
at m. 
THEOREM. Let {S,) he CIII increasing wpwcr i~.ifii limit otw. The .sef 
i I) g$s), $(S,x) ,...: i~fundunienta/ in CIO. -A]. 
Proof. Let (‘xi,) - a3 and /3,, I/ k,( . Letf‘E C[O, c/>] and E 0 be given. 
Let J’(X) 7 l/(1 x) for 0 _ .Y 3r,, which implies .Y ( I/J,) I fat 
0 Z< ~3 : I. Define g(r) :=~ j‘(x) ~~ f‘((l/~) - 1) for 0 .-I ,U . I. g is in C[O, I]. 
By the previous lemma, there is II, U, ,.... (I,, such that 
Since I ;(/3,j.) ‘4 1 s), we have 
that is. 
f(.Y) ~~~ U] ( G( 1 l,,)) .q E. 0 \ 7. 
Given S,. in (0, I), we can choose Y,; such that fx,J(l I I,,) S,, . The theorem 
is proven. By similar arguments we get 
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Remwk. Since the space of approximation is [0, a] and we are approxi- 
mating by $-polynomials, consideration of a multiplicative change of variable 
shows that the two previous theorems hold for {S,?.: an increasing sequence 
with any positive limit. 
A &polynomial can also be expressed in the form 
Density results for these (on a finite range) are given by Achieser [I. 246 ff., 
254 ff.] 
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